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The Editor in Chief has retracted this article [1]
because concerns have been raised regarding two figures
presented here. Specifically:
 In Fig. 2 it appears that ‘Control Positive’ and ‘Leaf’






show the same image and that ‘Bark’ and ‘Root’
show the same image
In Fig. 5 it appears that ‘CH Leaves’ and ‘CH Bark’
show the same image, albeit rotated
In Fig. 5 it appears that ‘CH Flowers’ and ‘EA Bark’
show the same image, albeit rotated
In Fig. 5 it appears that ‘HE Bark’ and ‘EA Roots’
show the same image, albeit rotated
In Fig. 5 it appears that ‘EA Flowers’ and ‘HE Roots’
shows the same image
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The authors provided additional data, but were not
able to show original images for these figures. The
Editor-in-Chief therefore no longer has confidence in
the integrity of the data in this article.
Both authors, P.V.V. Satish and K. Sunita have not explicitly stated whether they agree to this retraction
notice.

The original article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1186/s12906017-1958-y.
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